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[NITED STATES NUCLEAR RECULATORY C0!NISSION

DOCKET NO. 50-263
!

NORTitERN STATES POWER C05fPANY
*

' '

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF A'fENNTNT TO PROVISIONAL
UPLkATING LICLNSE

'

:

) Notice is hereby given that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

r

(the Commission) has issued Amendment No. 11 to Provisional Operating
!

License No. DPR-22 issued to the Northern States Power Company (the

|
licensee) for operation of the Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant .

;
4

(the facility) located in Kright County, Minnesota. The amendment is

effective as of its date of issuance, except as noted in the next
.

; paragraph of this notice.

The amendment revises the license and appended Technical Specifications

to: (1) incorporate operating limits and surveillance for the Monticello

reactor vessel based on Appendix G of 10CPR Part 50, (2) substitute a i

more generali:ed approach to the licensing of the byproduct, source and !

special nuclear materials and incorporate Icak testing and related

surveillance and reporting requirements for the scaled radioactive sources, !

(3) revise specifications associated with the Augmented Off-Gas System to

incorporate planned modifications to equipment and procedures to be

impicmented within thirty days after the Fall 1975 startup, and (4)
i-

.

revise the radioactive iodine (131) release limits based on Regulatory |

| t

Guide 1.42 (" Interim Licensing Policy on As Low As Practicabic for j

Gaseous Radioiodine Releases from Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power
,

I Reactors") and the dispersion factors calculated by the NRC staff. Item
i

I ;

(4) would be effective when the modifications to the Augmented off-Gas

System are complete and the system determined to be fully operational, ,

'
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'The applications for the acndment conply with the standards

and requiretaents ut tho Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as ninended (the Act),

and the Commission's rules and regulations. 'ihe Coramission has made

appropriate findin;:s as required by the Act and the Conunission's rules~'

- and reculations in 10 CrP *innter T '.h'.ch aro set forth in the 11eense

amendannt. Prior public notice of thi:, at:endment is not required since

the a:acndr:ent does not involvo a significant hazards consideration.

Far turtner uctails with respect to tnis action. ::co (1) the

,clieatic.u ser .. cam.cnt aated t.ugust 10 1974 and July 1. I?73.-

(0) Menument ;.o.11 to License ho. DHl-;2. with thunge ho. 19, and

(3) the Cornaission's concurrently issued Safety Evaluation. All of

these itensraro available for public inspoetion at the Corruission's rublic

re cu:aer.t ;~. con . 1717 .i Ttreet,... .i.. .ias.hingten. D. C. and at The t uvirorr..cntal
|
'Conservation Library, 300 t;icollet l'all, Minneapolis, :linnesota 55414 A

copy of items (2) and (3) r,ay be obtained upon reonest addressed to the

U. 3. :'ucicar hegulatory to:uaission, .inshington, D. L. .:U55L , Attention -

liirector. Division of T.cactor Licensing.
,

_
onted at dethesda, |;aryland, this C.4N $cg h(Lp.N5xl.) l'I'? 7e

' FOlt Till M.CLl;AR RFCULAT0hY CC1DllSSION

E-tinalSignedby[
l Dennio L. Ziemann

~ ,..

Lennis L. ;iemann Laici .

! versting Reactors tranch #2
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The proposed Technical Specification changes have been review,d
by the NRC staff with particular attention to the Radioactivt Materials
Safety program. We evaluated the personnel qualifications, facilities,
equipment, and procedures for handling byproduct, source, and special

| nuclear material, as described in the August 16, 1974 application and
| we conclude that they are consistent with the provisions of Regulatory
| Guide 1.70.3. Based on our review, we also conclude that the comprehensive

testing and surveillan"e program, as established by the proposed Technical
Specification changes, provides additional assurance that leakage from

' radioactive material sources will not exceed allowable limits.

We further conclude that the proposed license amendment incorporating
provisions relating to leak testing of sealed sources, and their inventory,
storage and disposal is acceptabic in that it:

a. Complies with the guidance and intent of our letter of June 17, 1974.

b. Provides reasonable assurance that byproduct, source, and special
nuclear material will be stored, used, and accounted for in a manner
which meets the applicable radiation protection provisions of 10 CFR
Parts 20, 30, 40, and 70.

.

The licensee's :adiation protection program, as supplemented by the
proposed Technical Specifications additions, has been evaluated, he
have concluded that the incorporation of flexibic yet controlled licensing
provisions for the receipt, possession, and use of byprocuct , source, and

special nuclear material into the Provisgal Operating.k| ?
License for Monticello

Nuclear Generating Plant is acceptable. in C , m O ,,g j
,

3. Air Eiector Off-Cas System ' ' * # ' '/ 8 fI'"' ' ' ' ' ' Il ~~l
-

^ '
J

The Technical Specifications currently require that the air ejector monitor
trip setting be less than the equivalent of the maximum permissible stack
release rate based on a 30-minute decay period. The 30-minute decay ,

'criterion is valid only when the recombiner system is in the bypass mode
and is overly restrictive when the recombiner system is in operation. When
only the recombiner system is in operation, the dec:1y period ranges from
2 to 10 hours; when the compressed storage tanks are available, the decay ,

period is approximately 50 to 250 hours. Therefore, we conclude that the
,

30-minute decay criterion is' applicable only when the recombiner system is / %
isolated and should be increased to 120 minutes when the recombiner system /
is in use and that the proposed changes to specifications 3.2.D.1 and 3.2 D.4
to reflect the above rationale are acceptable.

, d't(s t rl " {
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Item No. 5 of the July I application proposes (1) revisions to Specifications
3.8.E.2, 3.8.E.3, 4.8.E.2 and 4.8.E.3, (2) incorporation of a new Figure
4.8.1, "Off-Gas Storage Tank Gross Activity Limits," and (3) revisions to
3/4.8.E Bases to refleet the changes in item (1). The changes in item (1)
are discussed individually below.

,

a. Specification 3.8.E.2

At present this specification requires that hydrogen moniters
located upstream of the recombiner be operable during power
operation. The licensee's proposed change would revise this
requirement to monitor the hydrogen concentration downstream
of the recombiner. There are three hydrogen monitors located
downstream of each recombiner which would alert the operator
if the hydrogen concentration exceeded li and would automatically
isolate the recombiner system if any two of the three monitors
indicate a hydrogen concentration in excess of 2'., or if any
monitor indicatetsa hydrogen concentration in excess of 4'..
The principal purpose of the hydrogen monitors is to protect
the compressed gas storage tanks from a hydrogen detonation
since these tanks are not designed to withstand the internal
pressure that would be developed by a hydrogen detonation.
All piping, valves, instrumentation and components other than
the compressed storage tank system are designed to witnstand
a hydrogen detonation. We conclude that the proposed revision
regarding monitoring of hydrogen concentration downstream of
the recombiner provides appropriate protection against hydrogen
detonation of the compressed storage gas system and is acceptable.

b. Specification 3.S.E.3

This existing specification requires initiation of an orderly i

reactor shutdown if the hydrogen monitors located downstream
of the recombiner are inoperable. As dirtussed in (a) above,
these monitors provide for protection of the compressed gas
storage system and need not be operable if the compressed
gas storage system is inoperable or isolated. Therefore, we
have oncluded that the existing specification.is overly restrictive
and termination of flow to the to.npressed gas storage system in
the event all hydrogen monitors are inoperable is an acceptable
precaution and the reactor need not be shut down.

, - - - . -. . . . . - . .- . . - . . .. - ..
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[c. Specification 4.8.E.2

During startup testing of the augmented off-gas system, it i.

was determined that the compressed gas storage tank radiation
monitors did not meet the design objective of measuring the

,

gross activity of the tank contents for the following reasons: !
.

(1) The radiation monitors are exposed to " shine" from I
adjacent storage tanks which defeats the intended function L

of monitoring the gross activity of a specific tank.

(2) The individual monitors become saturated as a result i
of buildup of radioactive particulates such as Rb-88
and Cs-138 and do not respond to changes in the noble
gas inventory of the tank.

In addition, grab samples of the tank inventory do not provide a
,representative sample due to stratification within the tank. The !

licensco's proposed revision includes monitoring the total system
;

air inleakage and measuring the average air ejector noble gas :
release rate in conjunction with Figure 4.8.1. We have reviewed I

and evaluated the methodology used to develop Figure 4.S.1 and
find it acceptable and conclude that this revision provides
reasonable assurance that the technical specification limit of
22,000 Curie dose equivalent ;

andthereforeisacceptabic,j,-133tankinventoryisnotexceeded

d. Specification 4.s.E.3

1his existing specification requires sampling and analysis of the
compressed gas storage tank contents in the event the tank radiation
monitor is inoperabla. As discussed in (c) above, since a representa-
tive sample cannot be obtained and an alternate nethod of determining
the tank content is available, we have concluded that deletion of this ,

I !

specification will not reduce the safety of operation and therefore
is acceptable,

c. Ficure 4.8.1 "Off-Gas Storace Tank Gross Activity"

This change consists of incorporating Figure 4.S.1 into the
<!Technical Specifications which we found to be acceptable in (c)

above.
,
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f. Specification 3/4.8.E Bases

The Bases have been updated to reflect the above changes (a) '

through (c) inclusive.

4 Radioactive lodine Limits

There have been on-going discussions between NRC and NSP with regard
to the equation to be used to determine the maximum release rate of
radioicdine 131 and the appropriate time when the equation would be
incorporated into the Technical Specifications. We have concluded
that the proposed equation conforms with Regtttttog Guide 1.42 " Interim
Licensing Policy on As Low As Practicable for Gase us Radiciodine
Releases from Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors" dated March,
1974, and the dispersion factors calculated by NRC. This change would
become effective when modificaticns to the augmented off-gas system are
complete and the system has been determined to be fully operational .

We have re-evaluated the critical pathway with regard to radiciodine
release and concur with the licensee that the farm located 3700
meters from the site in the SNE sector constitutes the critical pathway.
We conclude that the proposed changes are acceptable.

CONCLUSION

lie have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that:
(1) because the changes does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of accidents previously considered and does
not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the change does
not involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered
by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations and the issuance
of this amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security
or to the health and safety of the public.

Date:

.
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